Plant Now; Last Call!

WE still have in storage a very complete assortment of stock and can make PROMPT SHIPMENT. Our descriptive catalog is now out of print, but prices and varieties remain much the same as in latest list you now have or price list enclosed.

"LANDSCAPING THE RURAL HOME" (44-page booklet by E. F. Rockwell) and "What To Plant and Where To Plant It" will help you with your landscape problems. Postpaid, 50c which we will credit or deduct from your first $5.00 order for nursery stock.

Strand's Stock Satisfies

SPECIAL
Pyramidal Arbor Vitae, 12 to 18 inch. Price, $2.00.

Globe Arbor Vitae. 12 to 18 inch. Price, $2.00.

"Strand's Stock Satisfies"

"Strand's Nursery
Taylors Falls, Minnesota

Postmaster: Return promptly if not delivered.
Postage guaranteed.

Permit No. 39
The Home Beautiful is Easy to Have

The Colonial No. 1

The hedge gives a finished effect to this fine place. The cost of this planting as shown is $20.75 in XX grade stock. Evergreens can be used in place of the shrubs around the house. List and cost on application.

The Crescent No. 2

A very pretty effect is produced in this planting by using Phlox in front of the Snowberry. Only $10.80 for the entire lot, XX grade.

The Delphine No. 3

This plan indicates how a planting can be made around this pretty home. Varieties can be changed to suit taste of owner. As shown, XX grade, $11.60.

If you wish suggestions for your own landscape work, other than shown herein, we will be glad to be of any assistance to you that we can. We make a charge of $5.00 for making a drawing and planting plans for your home grounds, but, if the shrubs and trees in the estimate we give you are purchased from us and amount to $25.00 or more, the $5.00 may be applied on the order. A rough sketch of the house and grounds, giving dimensions and directions, must be sent in where a drawing is desired. A snapshot of your place would also be very helpful.
OUR NEW PRICE LIST will be mailed you soon and you will find it a reliable guide as to the best sorts adapted to THIS section. Prices in general continue much the same and hence we do not mail an annual catalog—except on request.

THE BEST OF HARDY STOCK, AT RIGHT PRICES—has been our aim for over 30 years. Quality considered, you can not buy better stock for less money; as many items have been selling below cost of production for some time. It will pay you to send us a list of any items that you expect to plant the coming season. On cash orders booked before April 1st we allow a discount of 5%. Otherwise we are pleased to book your order NOW without deposit for settlement at shipping time.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU AGAIN as to any of YOUR PLANTING PROBLEMS. Styles change in planting as in other lines, and the nation-wide movement for HOME BEAUTIFICATION is making great changes in catalogs and literature to meet the needs of patrons. Through co-operation we are able to offer some of the best of these. Just remember that many varieties included are not hardy here in the Northwest. Our 30 years experience is at your command, free of charge, in revising or suggesting a list of stock for YOUR Planting.

WE MAKE A SMALL CHARGE FOR THESE—so they will get in the hands of interested prospects. Any such payments may be DEDUCTED FROM YOUR FIRST $5.00 ORDER.

SPECIAL COLORED CIRCULARS (similar to one mailed with catalog) 5c each.
Show in natural colors 12 of the best varieties of GLADIOLUS, DAHLIAS, PEONIES, PHLOX, IRIS, ROSES and HARDY FLOWERS.

LANDSCAPING THE RURAL HOME—Covers the subject in a very practical manner. By F. F. Rockwell for Farm & Fireside. 25c Postpaid.

LANDSCAPING THE BETTER HOME—Illustrated plans and lists for the city and suburban home. Covers general planting, water gardens, play grounds, and the "outdoor living room" in general. By F. A. Robinson for Better Homes & Gardens. 25c Postpaid.

72 PAGE CATALOG—Practical landscape plans to fit the average home; classified lists of plants as to height and for the sun or shade. A general catalog that will be of service where you wish to plan your own planting. 25c Postpaid.

HOW TO MAKE AN OUTDOOR LIVING ROOM and HOW TO PLANT THE HOME GROUNDS—will both be sent for 25c direct from National Home Planting Bureau, Davenport, Iowa, and you will find them well worth sending for.

“Strand's Stock Satisfies”
FREE Any $1.00 Selection with each $10 order
ON CASH ORDERS BOOKED BEFORE APRIL 1st OR A DISCOUNT OF 5 PER CENT

POSTPAID ANY ONE LOT FOR $1.00 Any SIX LOTS for $5.00
We Select Varieties Adapted to YOUR Section.
We Do Not Divide Collections.

2 New Hardy Pears
3 Apples, 2 years old
2 Plum or Cherry
4 Grapes, assorted, or Hardy
7 Rhubarb or Pieplant
50 Asparagus, Washington
25 Raspberries (red), Latham
25 Blackberries or Dewberries
15 Black Raspberry
4 Juneberry
3 High Bush Cranberry
25 Mastodon Strawberries
100 Strawberries, Standard
50 Strawberries, Everbearing
10 Dahlia or Cannas
50 Gladiolus, Choice Mixed
20 Gladiolus, All Different
3 Chinese Elm, new rapid growing ornamental

They are the biggest and best trees I ever saw. Neighbor got some from another place at double the price that are not so good. Many thanks for the extras.—C. W. F., Nible, Mont.
Arrived in fine shape and much pleased with the quality. Always interested in your offerings of new, worthwhile introductions.—N. J., Boyceville, Wis.
Thank you for the nice way you handled our order, also for the added plants. I am sending for * *—H. W. J., Menomonie, Wis.
About 30 years ago I got trees from you for my Red River farm, and had very good success with them. Send me * * for this prairie country.—G. N. R., Duchess, Alberta.
Ever so many thanks for the fine plants and amount you sent. I appreciate them very much.—E. H. F., Youngstown, Ohio.
Had excellent results with the trees received from you last year.—L. J. S., Mendota, Ill.
I only lost one phlox out of the 75 shrubs and plants ordered last spring. Please quote price on * *—R. B., Chicago, III.
My neighbor has bought stock of you for years, and sure has a nice lot. Please send me * *—J. B. J., Mora, Minnesota.
Getting a package from you is always a regular "Christmas surprise." All doing fine and withstood our severe winters.—Mrs. F. V., Roberts, Idaho.
Stock much better than we get on this coast and at one-third the price.—Dr. A. A. S., Klamath Falls, Oregon.

"Strand's Stock Satisfies"
A planting for most every type of house is shown. The arrangements are somewhat flexible and can easily be applied to most any condition. Select a planting that nearly fits your own house. Order by name or number.

The May Queen No. 4

It takes an outlay of only $9.00, XX grade, to put in the foundation planting for this Bungalow. It adds many times this amount to the value of the property.

The Manhattan No. 5

The stately Colonial type calls for restraint in its planting arrangement. The 46 Shrubs used in the base and side planting would cost $24.40, XX grade. Figure one plant to 18 inches for hedge.

The June Bride No. 6

This fine home calls for a little more extensive layout, using 37 Shrubs. Think of this home without this planting and we are sure you will see the $14.75 it will cost will be well spent. XX grade.

STRAND’S NURSERY TAYLORS FALLS MINNESOTA
7 Hardy Flowers Your choice of Iris, Phlox or Lilies, assorted; all different $1.00 postpaid

Regal Lily. Iris. Gaillardia or Blanket Flower. Phlox.


New Mastodon Everbearing Strawberry $1.00
$3.00 per 100

Don't Overlook These $1 Specials

50 Gladiolus .......... $1.00
10 Dahlias .......... $1.00
10 Cannas .......... $1.00

Latham Raspberry $1.00 per 25; $3.50 per 100, postpaid

Gladiolus.